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February is always the shortest month. This year, while being an even year, is emphatically not a leap year - so February is only 28 days 
long. To qualify as a leap year, in the Gregorian calendar, the year must be wholly divisible by 4, apart from those that are divisible by 
100.  It is only those “centurial leap years” that are divisible by 400 that are also leap years.  Subsequently, February this year only has 
28 days. Our next leap year will be in 2024. This peculiarity is designed to keep our calendar as closely locked with the actuality of the 
equinoxes and solstices. As the Earth’s full orbit of the Sun is actually around 365.25 days long, if we did not add leap days every four 
years to our calendar, our year would slowly drift against our true orbital period.  Most calendars used around the world also use leap 
years to try and keep proper time with our orbit around the Sun.  We can thank our ancestors, who long ago through their painstaking 
observations of the skies noticed this potential anomaly and took action to correct it.  This is a direct example of astronomy and orbital 
dynamics affecting daily life on Earth and our attempts to mark time our time on this planet accurately. 

 

 
With the Sun sitting firmly in the centre of Capricornus during the early part of February, those of us in the Northern Hemisphere will be 
noticing a slight increase in daylight hours from the very short days of midwinter. Conversely, those readers in the southern hemisphere 
will now be experiencing slightly longer nights after their recent midsummer. 

 

 
Wherever you are in the world, as ever, there’s plenty to see in the skies above us - so let’s see what February 2022 has in store for us… 
 

 

 

 

 



The Solar System 
 

 

 

 

The Moon 

 

 

Conveniently, we begin February with the Moon joining the Sun in Capricornus at New phase. As this month is 28 days, it will neatly encompass the 

entire lunar cycle - one lunar orbit of the Earth -  in four weeks. In actual fact, a lunar month is just over 27 days long and the Moon’s revolution, in 

relation to the Sun, is completed in just over 29 1/2 days. It is this slight difference between the Moon’s orbital period of the Earth and its revolution in 

relation to the Sun (coupled with the Moon’s elliptical orbit, plus slight variations in the the angular plane of the Moon’s orbit, in relation to that of the 

Earth’s around the Sun) that gives rise to Lunar Libration, which allows us to see more than just 50% of the lunar surface.  If the Moon was in perfect 

“captured rotation” with the Earth, we would only ever half of the lunar surface. As it is, human beings, observing the Moon from the Earth, can see 

around 59% of the lunar surface during any given year. 
 

 
Naturally, with New Moon falling in the early part of the month, this time in February will be the best opportunity to observe and image deep sky 

objects. 
 

 
The Moon will climb up (as viewed from the Northern hemisphere) through Capricornus, Aquarius and Pisces until it reaches First Quarter in Aries on 

the 8th February. In the week proceeding this, we have the opportunity to observe the Moon at Evening Crescent phase, which is one of the most 

rewarding parts of the month for the lunar observation. 
 

 
Full moon occurs on February 16th, in the constellation of Leo, transiting at midnight. This part of the month is not especially suited to deep sky 

observation or imaging (Without the use of heavy filtration). 
 

 
The Moon will then continue its journey southwards through the ecliptic plane, reaching Last Quarter on February 23, when it can be found in the 

constellation of Libra. 



 

 
The end of February finds the Moon joining Venus, Mars, Mercury and Saturn in the morning constellations of Sagittarius and Capricornus, as it 

moves towards New phase which will reach in early March. The morning of the 27th will see Venus, Mars and the Moon lined up in the sky together - 

forming a pretty, if rather loose, conjunction. The much brighter Venus and our natural satellite will form a useful guide to the location of the much 

fainter Mars, as it can be found around 4° equidistant from either body in the morning sky at sunrise. 
 



 



Moon, Venus and Mars, sunrise, 27th February. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS X, ©2010-2016 Simulation 

Curriculum Corp., skysafariastronomy.com. 
 

 

Mercury  

 

 

Mercury is a morning object during February. On the first, we find the solar system’s smallest planet standing around 8° high in the south-east at 

sunrise (from 51° North). At around 20% illuminated crescent phase, Mercury is not especially bright at the month’s beginning, displaying a +1.2 

magnitude brightness and an apparent size of just over nine arc seconds diameter. 
 

 
Over the first couple of weeks of February, Mercury increases in brightness significantly. By the time the planet reaches maximum western elongation 

on February 16, it will have increased to +0.0 magnitude, now displaying a 59% illuminated disc.  At sunrise on the 16th, Mercury will stand 7 1/2° 

high (from 51° North). 
 

 
During the latter half of the month, Mercury will appear to sink in a southerly direction for those in the northern hemisphere. This will make it 

increasingly difficult to observe, even though it stays fairly static in terms of brightness. The planet is moving away from us in its orbit, but will still 

take a little while to reach Superior Conjunction. This occurs in early April 2022.  
 

 
By the end of February, Mercury will be found in Capricornus, displaying a 5.9 arc second diameter disc, illuminated by 75%. At this point in time the 

planet’s visual magnitude will be -0.1 mag.  It will stand just under 5° elevation above the horizon as the Sun rises (from 51° north), so observers will 

need a pretty clear south-easterly horizon to have any chance of making the planet out in the morning’s glare. 



 
Mercury at greatest western elongation, sunrise, 16th February. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS X, ©2010-

2016 Simulation Curriculum Corp., skysafariastronomy.com. 
 

 

Venus  



 

 

Having emerged from inferior conjunction in early January, Venus is still reasonably close to us on its interior orbit. As a consequence of this it’s 

almost at maximum brightness at the beginning of February. It’s a large 49 arc second diameter disc is illuminated at a slim crescent phase of 15% on 

the 1st February, resulting in near maximum brightness of -4.6 magnitude. Standing at just under 16° elevation (from 51° North) in the south-east at 

sunrise, Venus will be unmistakable. Telescopes and even binoculars will be enough to clearly show its crescent phase at this time. 
 

 
By mid-month, not much has changed as far as Venus is concerned. The planet still shows a visual magnitude of -4.6, though it has shrunk 

considerably to just under 39 arc second diameter and now displays a 27.8% illuminated phase. The brightness of Venus staying so static, despite its 

shrinking in size, is simply down to its illuminated surface area remaining pretty much the same, as its phase increases.  On the morning of the 15th, 

Venus stands 16 1/2 degrees high (from 51° North) in Sagittarius as the Sun rises.  
 

 
By the end of February, Venus remains at -4.6 magnitude, but has now shrunk to just under 32 arc seconds diameter, displaying a 37.5% illuminated 

phase. The planets sits a little over 15 1/4° above the horizon (again, from 51° North) as the Sun rises. 



 



Venus, telescopic view at sunrise, 1st February. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS X, ©2010-2016 Simulation 

Curriculum Corp., skysafariastronomy.com. 
 

 

Mars 

 

 

The currently-diminutive Mars shows a tiny 4.3 arc second diameter disc, glowing at a rather feeble +1.4 magnitude at the month’s beginning. 

Technically a naked eye object, Mars is pretty much as far from its best as it is possible to be at present.  
 

 
Probably the highlight of the month, as far as Mars is concerned, is its previously-mentioned appearance between the thin late Crescent Moon and 

Venus on the morning of the 27th. By this point, Mars will have brightened a fraction to +1.3 mag, though at 4.7 arc seconds diameter, it is still a poor 

sight in telescopes. As we have mentioned in previous Sky Guides, Mars will be much better to observe towards December 2022’s Opposition, but 

we’ve still some way to go before then.  



 
Mars, sunrise, 1st February. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS X, ©2010-2016 Simulation Curriculum Corp., 

skysafariastronomy.com. 



 

 

Jupiter 

 

 

The King of the  Planets is hanging on in there in the evening sky, at the month’s beginning. At -2.0 magnitude, displaying a 33.6 arc second diameter 

disc, Jupiter is not at its best, but still observable for a brief window - setting just over two hours of sun on the evening of the 1st. Jupiter’s separation 

from the Sun is around 24° at the beginning of February, though as we will see, this diminishes rapidly as the month progresses. 
 

 
By mid February, Jupiter’s separation from the Sun has decreased to a little over 13 1/2°. The planet will now set at just over an hour after sunset. 
 

 
By the end of February, Jupiter’s separation from the Sun is just 5 1/2° and the planet will begin to be invisible in the evening glare, heading up to 

Superior Conjunction in early March.  



 



Jupiter, Great Red Spot and Europa Transit, 5.30pm (GMT) 5th February. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS 

X, ©2010-2016 Simulation Curriculum Corp., skysafariastronomy.com. 
 

 

Saturn  

 

 

While we find Saturn’s neighbour, Jupiter, about to reach Superior Conjunction at the end of February, Saturn itself begins the month just four days 

away from Superior Conjunction itself. As a consequence, the planet will be unobservable for much of the month. 
 

 
By the end of February we find Saturn firmly established as a morning object, huddling in the same area of Capricorns as mercury on the morning of 

the 28th. By this point Saturn is just under 21° from the Sun. It will still be sometime before Saturn has climbed far enough away from our parent star 

for meaningful observations to take place again from higher northern latitudes. Those in the equatorial parts of the planet will be in a better situation 

for Saturnian observations far sooner.  



 
Saturn at Superior Conjunction 4th February. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS X, ©2010-2016 Simulation 

Curriculum Corp., skysafariastronomy.com. 
 

 



Uranus and Neptune  

 

 

Of the two outer planets, it is the brighter Uranus at +5.8 magnitude, at the February’s beginning, that is the better positioned for evening observations. 

Transiting at about 6pm on the 1st, in Aries, Uranus attains an altitude above the horizon of just over 54° (from 51° North), making it the best-

positioned (if not brightest) true planet for Northern Hemisphere observers. 
 

 
Neptune, on the other hand, is situated much further west within the ecliptic, in Aquarius - and as such has a much more limited window of opportunity 

for observation and sits much lower in the sky than Uranus. Still, it should be relatively easy to find tracing a line from the bright planet Jupiter, 

through the stars Hydor and Phi Aquarii, up to Neptune’s position, close the the border with Pisces.   
 

 
While Uranus is technically a naked eye object from a very dark site, it is impossible to see Neptune without binoculars, or a telescope. Practically 

speaking, finding both planets from most observing positions will need at least binoculars to make a positive identification. While the major naked eye 

planets can often appear spectacular in telescopes, Uranus and Neptune are much more muted targets and a much keener test of observing skill and an 

individual’s ability to patiently identify them.  But the sense of achievement having done so is palpable, so why not give it a go this month? 



 



Uranus and Neptune relative positions, 15th February 2021. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS X, ©2010-2016 

Simulation Curriculum Corp., skysafariastronomy.com. 
 

 

Comets 

 

 

Comet C/2021 A1 Leonard is emerging from perihelion, but will be visible on its outward journey from the Sun by observers in the Southern 

Hemisphere only at the end of February.  The comet is slowly heading back in a northerly direction, but it will be sometime before it will be observable 

in the northern hemisphere again, by which time it will have faded significantly and will only be observable in larger telescopes and binoculars. While 

this particular comet wasn’t the brightest of recent years, it did put on a fairly good show for those fortunate enough to observe it. Sadly, the weather 

for observers in much of Northern Europe in the run up to the comet’s best potential point for observations was (by and large) extremely 

poor.  Although not particularly bright (peaking about mag +3.5), it may have been much more widely seen and photographed had circumstances been 

otherwise. 
 
 

 

 

 

Meteors 

 

 

There are no major meteor showers during February. If you’re out observing at any time of the year you are likely to see one or two sporadic meteors 

during a few hours of being outside. Sporadic meteors can come from any direction and are completely unpredictable. Those meteors that reach a 

visual magnitude of -3 or more are generally agreed to be known as Fireballs. You can see the latest of the examples of Fireballs observed and 

recorded over the UK and Europe at ukmeteornetwork.co.uk and the BAA’s Meteor Section at https://britastro.org/section_front/19 
 
 

 

 

 

http://ukmeteornetwork.co.uk/
https://britastro.org/section_front/19


 

 

 

 

Deep Sky Delights in Gemini and Lynx 

 

 

 

 



 



Gemini and Lynx. Image created with SkySafari 5 for Mac OS X, ©2010-2016 Simulation Curriculum Corp., 

skysafariastronomy.com. 
 

 

Gemini and Lynx are two very contrasting, adjoining constellations. Gemini is readily identifiable, containing the two bright “twin stars” of Castor and 

Pollux and an array of easy to observe clusters and other deep sky delights. Lynx, on the other hand, is faint and sprawling, but does still have some 

worthwhile objects to observe within its borders.  
 

 
Looking at Gemini first, we naturally we first come to the very prominent twin stars of Castor and Pollux, Alpha and Beta Geminorum, 

respectively.  Pollux, the Beta star is actually brighter than Castor, the Alpha - and while it has been suggested that when Bayer codified the brightness 

classification of stars in the 17th century, Castor was the brighter of the two, this is extremely unlikely.   
  
Castor is a fine double star and an easy target in small instruments.  Consisting of two stars, A and B, of +2 and +2.9 mag respectively, Castor's 

elements are currently widening and are separated by 4.5-5 seconds of arc.  Castor's double nature was discovered in 1678 by Cassini (he of Saturn's 

ring division fame, amongst many other discoveries) and bears the distinction of being the first gravitationally bound object to be identified beyond the 

reaches of the Solar System.  Castor A and B's orbit about a mutual gravitational point takes around 467 years to complete, but both stars are also in 

turn doubles, with much fainter M-class dwarf companions.  In addition to these companions there is also present in the system a further pair of 

gravitationally bound M-class stars.  This makes Castor not just a double star, but a sextuple - quite a collection!  Sadly, only the primary elements are 

observable in amateur instruments. 
  
To the westerly reaches of Gemini, is to be found M35.  M35 is a very prominent star cluster, at +5 mag, easily picked in small telescopes and 

binoculars and can also be seen with the naked eye from a reasonable site.  Consisting of well in excess of 100 observable stars (mags 6-13th), M35 

was first noted by Astronomer Philippe Loys de Cheseaux in 1745.  Also included in the Uranographica Britannica by John Bevis in 1750, M35 was 

catalogued by Messier in 1764, who credited Bevis with its discovery. 
  
Many of the 100+ observable stars are types G and K stars - similar in class to our Sun - though these seem to be of a considerably larger mean size 

than main sequence.  M35 is tentatively aged at about 100 million years - about the age of the nearby M45, (the Pleiades) though problematically, 

stellar evolution is thought to be considerably more advanced in the case of M35.  Does this mean that M35 is in fact older, or are the Pleiades actually 

younger?  Further observation and theories will be needed to explain this anomaly.    
  



In the background sky to M35 lies the fainter (+8 mag) open cluster NGC2158, though this is nearly six times further away than M35's 2800 light 

years. In addition to this, there is also the yet fainter and more compact IC2157 cluster (+8.4 mag) - making this an extremely rich area for sweeping 

with virtually any type of optical aid. 



 



M35 & NGC2158. Image credit: Mark Blundell 

 
The trailing northern edge of the “winter” Milky Way runs through the south western part in Gemini, which explains the richness of background sky in 

this constellation. 
  
Drifting eastward, 2 1/3 degrees east of the star Wasat (Delta Geminorum) is the fabulous Eskimo Nebula, NGC2392.  This Planetary Nebula 

supposedly resembles an Eskimo's head, surrounded by the fur of an Arctic Parka hood.  A reasonably compact 0.8 arc minute across (about 2/3rds the 

size of the Ring Nebula, M57), the Eskimo is only +9.19 mag, though its compact size makes its surface brightness quite high and it takes 

magnification well.   Discovered by William Herschel in 1787, it is perhaps surprising that it wasn't noticed by earlier observers - though this is most 

likely down to its small size.  OIII filters reveal more of the two stages of the object: it's tenuous outer shell and the gleaming, brighter interior.  Larger 

instruments reveal more of the complex structure of the internal part of the Eskimo -  its radial double shell of expanding gasses and fine s blown by 

cosmic winds form its central star.  This central star shines at +10.5 mag and is relatively easy to spot in most instruments.   The nebula is thought to lie 

at 2800-3000 light years distance. 
 

 



 



The Eskimo Nebula, Hubble Image. Image Credit: NASA/ESA. Public Domain. 

 
Further south from the Eskimo is another older, larger and fainter object - The Medusa Nebula (Abel 21).  Whereas the Eskimo is small and 

comparatively bright, the Medusa is large - at 10 arc minutes across it is a third the diameter of the Full Moon.  Telescopes of 8-inches + aperture, 

coupled with a good OIII filter and a dark site will be needed to seen the Medusa.  Although listed as being +10.19 mag, this is spread out over a 

significant area of sky, so it is in long duration astrophotography that the wonders of the Medusa really start to reveal themselves.  A modest aperture 

telescope will be needed and a sturdy equatorial mount, capable of being autoguided , will be needed to attempt to image this object.  Images reveal the 

serpent-like tendrils of nebulosity that give this mysterious object its name - its namesake Medusa being the Gorgon who had snakes for hair in 

classical Greek mythology.  The stare of Medusa was reputed to turn people to stone, though staring at this nebula through a large telescope will be a 

much more pleasant experience…  The Medusa lies about half the distance from us as the Eskimo Nebula - 1500 light years and is around 4 light years 

in diameter.  Opinions were divided on the true nature of the Medusa: George Abel, its discoverer thought it to be an old planetary nebula, whereas 

many considered its irregular nature to indicate it was a supernova remnant.  Narrowband imaging has revealed the true extent of the Medusa's helical 

hourglass figure - making it much more likely to be, as Abel initially suggested, a planetary nebula. 
 



 



The Medusa Nebula. Image Credit: Joel Schuman, Mt Lemmon Observatory, Creative Commons. 
 

Drifting northward, we come to the large, sparse constellation of Lynx. which contains a couple of interesting objects for Deep Sky enthusiasts. 
  
The first object of note is NGC2419, the Intergalactic Wanderer, a rather dim globular cluster, which lies some way away from the regular haunt of the 

globular - the shell around the central part of the Milky Way.  The Intergalactic Wanderer was nicknamed as such, due to the fact it used to be thought 

as an extra-galactic cluster, wandering through space.  Observations of its motion have revealed it is not - it is indeed a satellite of our galaxy, much as 

the other major globulars are - in NGC2419's  case just a very outlying one.  At 270,000-300,000 light years from us, it is almost twice as distant as the 

Large Magellanic Cloud, but intrinsically very luminous.  It almost matches the King of Globular clusters, Omega Centauri, for true brightness, but 

appears as a rather feeble +10 mag object at just 1.8 arc minutes across, simply because it is so far away.  Larger telescopes will be needed to see much 

of it, though it is possible to pick out in smaller instruments from dark locations. 



 



The Intergalactic Wanderer, NGC2419. Image Credit: Adam Block/Mount Lemmon SkyCenter/University of Arizona - 

Caelum Observatory Creative Commons 

 
Lynx, whilst obscure to the naked eye observer, also contains a couple of galaxies of note, NGC2537, otherwise known as the Bear Paw Galaxy and 

NGC2683, The UFO Galaxy.   
  
The Bear Paw is a barred spiral is located roughly in the centre of Lynx, 9 1/2 degrees to the north of the Intergalactic Wanderer and some 14 3/4 

degrees to the NW of NGC2683 - giving a good idea how large Lynx is as a constellation.  The Bear Paw is a very compact object, being some 1.7 

x1.5 minutes of arc across - and although officially classed as a +11.69 mag object has a high surface brightness because of its diminutive area and is 

rather more visible than many objects of similar listed magnitude.  The Bear Paw is so-called due to the areas of brightness which form a patchy 

pattern, which somewhat resemble the paw print of an animal.  Whether it is that of a Bear or not, we leave you to draw your own conclusions... 

NGC2537 is thought to lie some 22 million light years away from our own Milky Way Galaxy. 
 

 
Discovered in 1788 by William Herschel, NGC2683, otherwise known as the UFO Galaxy (for obvious reasons), is a spectacular object which lies 

almost edge on to our line of sight on Earth and subsequently has a very reasonable surface brightness.  Covering an area of sky 9.3 x 2.1 arc minutes, 

NGC2683 is easily seen in large telescopes, whereas smaller scopes will just resolve its bright elongated core.  The foreshortened spiral arms of the 

UFO galaxy are laced with dust lanes, one of the major examples of this practically bisects the core from our perspective. 



 



The UFO Galaxy, NGC2683. Image Credit: Adam Block/Mount Lemmon SkyCenter/University of Arizona - Caelum 
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